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Chomsky and Signed Languages

1. Introduction and history

Chomsky’s ‘revolution’ and the revolution in sign language linguistics (Lillo-Martin 2018) began around the same time, but they did not directly affect each other for a while. Before the publication of William Stokoe’s ‘Sign Language Structure’ (Stokoe 1960), the natural sign languages of deaf communities were generally thought to be conglomerations of unstructured gestures and/or manual representations of spoken languages (although acknowledgment of the existence of natural signs goes back at least to Plato, and various scholars and users of sign languages recognized that they are rule-governed well before Stokoe’s time). Stokoe’s work, published in the University of Buffalo’s Occasional Papers, reflected his training by Trager and Smith in structural linguistics and put forward an analysis of American Sign Language (ASL) undertaken in that vein. His proposals, that signs have parts and that signs are organized in grammatical ways, were not immediately embraced: a review of Stokoe’s monograph published in Language was extremely negative (Landar 1961). Nevertheless, his work seems to have been more rapidly adopted in the linguistics community than by most of his own colleagues at Gallaudet College (now University); according to Eastman (1980), Stokoe’s claims were ridiculed by many at his institution, but he had funding from NSF, with deaf colleagues produced a widely-recognized dictionary with grammatical information (Stokoe, Casterline, and Croneberg 1965), and by 1966 he was invited to give a presentation to the Georgetown University Round Table.

Stokoe himself was not enthusiastic about the application of generative grammar to sign languages in the early years (Tweney and Hoemann 1976), and never warmed up to it (Stokoe 1990). He emphasized the need to study the people who used a language and not focus on competence as an independent mental phenomenon. Still, the revolution he started was not immune from the influence of generative grammar, despite his own reluctance.

Linguistic research on sign languages in the 1960’s and 1970’s spread from Stokoe’s Linguistics Research Laboratory at Gallaudet, with numerous researchers in the Washington, D.C. area, others at Berkeley, and the establishment in 1970 of the Laboratory for Language and Cognitive Neuroscience at the Salk Institute in La Jolla, CA, led by Ursula Bellugi and Edward S. Klima. Bellugi had completed her doctoral work with Roger Brown at Harvard, and her
husband Klima was a generative syntactician at MIT before moving to the University of California at San Diego. Bellugi and Klima’s work on sign languages was therefore strongly influenced by Chomsky and his theories of generative grammar in a general way. They were very interested in understanding the linguistic rules underlying ASL, which they approached through analysis of data from native signers (using elicitation and judgment studies), psycholinguistics, acquisition, and studies of breakdown in signers with aphasia. While their work is very compatible with generative ideas, their focus in ASL analysis was not on specific generative mechanisms. However, as the following sections will demonstrate, numerous sign language scholars who were themselves mentored by Bellugi and Klima made specific contributions to generative analyses of sign languages, and/or connections to Chomsky’s proposals about innateness.

The next two sections of this chapter will focus on Chomsky-inspired research on sign language grammar, and ways that the study of sign languages connects to theories of innateness, the two main ways that Chomsky’s impact has been felt in sign linguistics. The final section will discuss implications of these findings.

2. Syntax and modularity

What do Chomsky’s theories of syntax say about sign languages? Chomsky himself says very little about sign languages. In his early works, sign languages aren’t mentioned. Later, they occasionally come up, in a kind of acknowledgment of existence, but he makes no claims about how sign language grammars might work other than his claims about grammar in general. Specifically, in later works when he discusses the articulatory-perceptual or sensory-motor interface – and especially in the context of discussions of language evolution – he includes the option that this component involves sign languages. For example, in support of the argument that language is not coextensive with speech, Bolhuis, Tattersal, Chomsky and Berwick (2014) state, “However, speech and speech perception, while functioning as possible external interfaces for the language system, are not identical to it. An alternative externalization of language is in the visual domain, as sign language; even haptic externalization by touch seems possible in deaf and blind individuals” (Bolhuis et al. 2014, 1; see also Chomsky 2011). Hauser, Chomsky, and Fitch (2002) even include an image of a person using a sign language.
Numerous scholars have adopted the assumption that specific proposals made within the generative tradition ought to, then, apply to sign languages as well as spoken languages, from as early as the 1970’s up to the current time. For example, Susan D. Fischer wrote what is considered the first generative syntactic analysis of a sign language (Fischer 1974). Her paper provided an Aspects-style transformational account of word order in ASL, including an argument that the Complex NP-constraint of Ross (1967) holds of rules for sentence topicalization and NP-backing (backgrounding). This paper led a group of sign linguists to decide that they no longer needed to make the argument that sign languages are real language, the point having been demonstrated so conclusively, as noted by Ronnie Wilbur in the Editor’s Preface to the reprinting of Fischer’s paper (Fischer 2009). Over decades, Fischer contributed numerous additional generative analyses, including work on word order change, verbal morphology, and a parametric X’-theoretic approach to what she called ‘mini-topicalization’, among many others (Fischer 1975; 1990; Fischer and Gough 1978).

Another early and influential work employing generative theory for the analysis of sign language data was that of Scott K. Liddell (Liddell 1980). Liddell’s book thoroughly examined previous claims that ASL lacked subordination and other syntactic features. He pointed out that non-manual features – specific configurations of facial features, head position, and body movements – are often associated with specific syntactic structures, possibly accounting for why they had previously been overlooked. He proposed that non-manual markers exist in the phrase structure of a sentence and spread over command domains (Langacker’s version, pre- c-command). Variants of his proposal have been taken up by later scholars, particularly Neidle et al. (1998; 2000), who argued that the spread of non-manuals over c-command domains reveals syntactic structure.

More researchers made generative proposals regarding sign languages in the 1980’s (and beyond). Judy Shepard-Kegl (for whom Chomsky was a dissertation co-supervisor) proposed a detailed sub-lexical structure for ASL signs, and associated with that, she gave generative analyses of a number of phenomena, including clitics, pronouns, agreement, and null arguments (Shepard-Kegl 1985; Kegl 1987; 2003). Carol Padden (Padden 1983), worked within the framework of Relational Grammar, which was an alternative to Chomsky’s proposals but maintained numerous foundational aspects of generative grammar and was clearly influenced by him. Padden identified three groups of verbs in ASL according to the types of inflectional
morphology they accept; this tri-partite division is adopted by most sign linguists to this day. Padden also proposed specific structural configurations used in ASL and provided syntactic arguments to identify subjects, embedded clauses, and other structures. I myself used the generative approach of the Principles-and-Parameters theory to propose that null arguments in ASL have multiple analyses, including *pro* under licensing by agreement, and null topics in other configurations (Lillo-Martin 1986).

Starting in the 1990’s, more researchers were using generative approaches to sign languages, and a greater variety of sign languages were represented. It’s not possible to review all such research here, but mention should be made of a few examples. Ronnie B. Wilbur published a series of works applying generative theory to the analysis of various sentence types in ASL, including information structure-influenced word order variations, clefts, and operator-variable structures (e.g., Wilbur 1991; 1997; Wilbur and Patschke 1999). Wilbur was active in sign language research from the 1970’s, and the domain of topic areas she has contributed to is quite impressively broad.

A group of researchers associated with the American Sign Language Linguistic Research Project at Boston University conducted a series of studies cumulating in a book published by MIT Press (Neidle et al. 2000). This work used the spread of non-manual markers as a key to determining hierarchical structure of ASL, and argued that in ASL, the specifier of CP is linearly on the right side, in order to account for sentence-final WH-words in direct questions. This viewpoint was challenged by Petronio and Lillo-Martin (1997), who argued that sentence-final WH-words are focused elements, noting the presence of other focused elements in sentence-final position, and by Quadros (Quadros 1999; Nunes and Quadros 2006), who made a similar argument but used a very different derivation for analogous structures in Brazilian Sign Language (Libras). Debate over the analysis of WH-questions and the position of [Spec, CP] has continued, with an important contribution from Cecchetto, Geraci & Zucchi (2009), who argued that Italian Sign Language (LIS) also has rightward WH-movement, and that it is the unique role of non-manual marking that leads to sign languages using this structure. LIS is different from ASL in its basic word order (SOV) and the pattern of WH-question types allowed is also different, so caution is needed in extending the specifics of the analysis; however, the possibility that the existence of non-manual marking in sign languages leads to different hierarchical structures in comparison to spoken languages is an important consideration.
Since the 1990’s, researchers taking a generative approach to sign languages have included a wider range of scholars looking at sign languages other than ASL. One such sign language is Libras, as mentioned earlier (Quadros). There is a very active group of Italian researchers, as already mentioned (including Cecchetto, Donati, Geraci, Zucchi); there are also scholars in Germany (Steinbach), the Netherlands (Pfau), Barcelona (Quer), and Turkey (Kelepir). In addition to many studies of phenomena in specific sign languages, this group has been engaged in various cross-linguistic studies of sign languages, with several very productive collaborative outcomes (Pfau, Steinbach, and Woll 2012; Quer et al. 2017). In Asia, there is an active group at the Chinese University of Hong Kong (Tang), and more recently, several generative scholars in Japan (Kawasaki, Matsuoka).

Currently, as in Stokoe’s time, the field of sign linguistics is split between those who adopt formal (typically generative) approaches and those who eschew the distinction between competence and performance (typically cognitive/functionalist). The field is still small enough that we naturally learn from each other and frequently meet together, although there are now regular periodic conferences devoted to each perspective separately (FEAST: Formal and Experimental Advances in Sign language Theory; and Sign CAFÉ: Cognitive and Functional Explorations in sign language linguistics). Major handbooks, collections, volumes, and reviews are often focused on generative works or at least include them (Neidle et al. 2000; Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006; Brentari 2010; Pfau, Steinbach, and Woll 2012; Fischer 2017; Quer et al. 2017). All this ensures that Chomsky’s influence continues to be felt in sign linguistics.

Given Chomsky’s presentation of his conception of the interfaces, it can be presumed that there should be a core of syntactic rules and representations plus words that might be independent of modality; modality factors belong to the external sensory-motor interface. However, this is not to say that there is no influence on the core from an interface. In Chomsky, he spells it out: “The sensory-motor (SM) interface of course requires some kind of ordering (depending on the modality, e.g., different for speech vs. sign).” Then, there is a possibility for modality effects within Chomsky’s conceptualization of a language architecture that encompasses both speech and sign.

Consideration of potential modality effects has been a central concern of sign linguists. From the beginning, it was important to establish that sign languages are like spoken languages in many core ways, to give them the legitimacy they were lacking in too many places. And there
are many, many similarities across signed and spoken languages (see Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006 for a summary). Yet, there are also differences, and these have been of special interest for the light they can shed on where putative universals are deep, and where they are limited to a single modality (Meier, Cormier, and Quinto-Pozos 2002; Lillo-Martin and Gajewski 2014).

Let us consider a frequently-cited example. In sign languages, (co-)reference can be achieved through pointing. A signer may point to a referent who is present in the discourse context (e.g., the addressee), or to a locus in the signing space that is used to represent a referent. These pointing signs are generally considered to be pronouns (although see Kouidobrova and Lillo-Martin 2016 for an argument that at least some are better analyzed as demonstratives). Because the pointing sign usually picks out a specific referent, rather than a class of potential referents such as third-person females (cf. English ‘she’), it is usually unambiguous. Furthermore, there is no way to list all the possible instantiations of the pointing sign plus the location it is directed to. This phenomenon would appear to be a modality effect. Spoken languages do not have an analogous system; they may have means to refer to an element from a relatively small class (e.g., Bantu noun classes), but the sign language forms are unique in ‘pointing’ to a specific referent. Nevertheless, it has been argued that the sign language pronominal system adheres to grammatical principles that have been proposed to govern pronouns, such as Binding Condition B, crossover, etc. (see Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006).

Sign linguists have made various proposals to account for those aspects of the system that make it modality-unique, but many of them do so while attempting to maintain the commonalities between sign language pronominal and demonstrative systems and those of spoken languages (see, e.g., Lillo-Martin and Klima 1990; Steinbach and Onea 2016; Schlenker 2018).

Some researchers have taken the existence of modality effects to be evidence against a strongly modular conception of the language faculty. Sandler (1993) focuses on the Fodorian (Fodor 1983) rather than the Chomskian concept of modularity. She interprets Fodor’s claim that language, as a modular system, is domain-specific, as limiting the language domain to speech (based on the fact that Fodor uses empirical arguments from the study of spoken language). Fodor himself expressed the opinion that ‘domain’ should be interpreted abstractly (Mattingly and Studdert-Kennedy 1991, 369–70), and I agree that the existence of languages in the visual/manual modality is not in itself evidence against the modularity hypothesis (whether Fodorian or Chomskian). Rather, I see the core question of domain-specificity to be whether
specifically linguistic principles are necessary to account for the properties of language (spoken or signed), or whether general cognitive principles suffice. This issue continues to be debated, and inclusion of sign languages in the empirical dataset bearing on it is crucial, to check whether any putative universals that are specific to the language domain are also modality-independent.

3. Acquisition and emergence

Chomsky’s linguistic legacy has two primary arms: one in theories of syntax, and the other in theories of language acquisition. Chomsky’s strong claim is that the input provided to a young child acquiring their native language is too poor to constitute a complete inductive basis for general cognitive learning principles to succeed. Ergo, some mechanisms for language learning must be domain-specific, and innate. Specifying the content of this ‘language acquisition device’ has been a central concern of Chomskian linguistics.

Evidence can be gleaned from sign language acquisition that is parallel to that exhibited from the study of spoken languages (cf. chapter 22 of this volume). For example, children may display knowledge of the ungrammaticality of strings that might be expected to be grammatical, given the existence of similar strings in a paradigm – the archetypical case of knowledge in the absence of experience (Crain 1991). Sign language acquisition studies can also be used to test specific theories, such as Chomsky’s proposal that acquisition involves selecting the target setting on parameters of cross-linguistic variation (for an example of parameter-setting in ASL, see Lillo-Martin 1991). However, studies of sign language development are also able to contribute uniquely to the question of how children go beyond the input, because of the regrettable fact that many deaf children receive poor quality input, or indeed very little accessible linguistic input of any kind.

First it must be asserted that when children do have fluent, accessible signed input from birth, their course of language development is remarkably parallel to that seen in children developing spoken languages (for overviews, see Chen Pichler 2012; Lillo-Martin 2016; Chen Pichler et al. 2018). So, we shouldn’t expect that deafness, or the fact that the language being acquired is manual/visual, would necessarily lead to a radically different path in comparison to hearing children learning a spoken language. What could lead to a different path is striking inadequacy of the input.
Only about five percent of deaf children born in the U.S. have deaf parents who use a sign language (Mitchell and Karchmer 2004). These are the participants in the research briefly described above. However, even for these children, their deaf parents are not likely to have been exposed to a sign language from birth themselves. Although they may have been using ASL as their primary language for many years, if they were later learners they may show irregularities in their use of some grammatical structures (see discussion below). What does the child’s acquisition look like if their parents’ use of some structure is inconsistent?

This question was investigated in a study by Singleton and Newport (2004). They looked at a domain of ASL grammar that was known to be inconsistently mastered by late learners: the complex morphology of verbs of motion (sometimes known as verbal classifier constructions). They studied one 7-year-old deaf child (‘Simon’) and his deaf parents, who were late learners of ASL, and the primary providers of input in ASL to their son. What they found was that, as expected, the parents performed rather poorly on their test, like other late learners; in contrast, Simon performed at much higher rates of accuracy, surpassing the scores of his parents, and performing similar to deaf native signer peers.

On the basis of extensive analysis of the response patterns from Simon and his parents, Singleton and Newport conclude that he uses ‘frequency boosting’ to select the most consistent forms used by his parents, and then regularize them. They describe this process as one that might work in domains outside of language; yet, given that many other possible learning mechanisms would not account for this pattern of results, they endorse the suggestion that “an outcome of this kind would support the claim that children acquire languages at least in part by virtue of innate constraints on the possible form of grammatical rules” (Singleton and Newport 2004, 403).

Simon’s input in ASL was degraded due to the delayed acquisition of ASL that his own parents had gone through; yet, he did receive signed input from birth. However, most of the time, when a deaf child is born to hearing parents, they have little to no knowledge of sign languages or the deaf community. They receive advice from doctors and educators, and in many cases they delay providing sign language input, whether because they have consciously adopted a philosophy stressing spoken language and denying sign input, or because they simply need time to go through their own process and start to learn ASL or find alternative input sources for their child. What happens when such learners are eventually exposed to ASL? What do they do in the meantime?
A number of studies have investigated sign language development by late learners: people whose training in spoken language was less than fully successful, who then were exposed to a sign language. Most of these studies consider such learners as late first-language (L1) learners, even though they were exposed to spoken language training through an oral education. Most such studies are conducted with adults, years after the start of their exposure, to see what the outcomes of such delayed L1 acquisition are.

In their comprehensive overview of such studies, Mayberry and Kluender (2018) argue that late L1 exposure to a sign language provides a clear test of the critical period hypothesis: the proposal that there is a critical (or sensitive) period within which language input must be supplied for the typical language acquisition process to proceed. The claim that language development is subject to a critical period is often taken as evidence in support of a Chomskian style nativism. However, it is important to recognize that Chomsky’s nativism proposals do not necessarily predict the existence of a critical period; nor would conclusive evidence that there is no critical period be contra-evidence to nativist ideas. The idea of a critical period is compatible with both language-particular, innate learning mechanisms and general-purpose learning mechanisms, either of which could decline or change over time. That said, the results presented by Mayberry and Kluender, and by many others, show clearly that initial exposure to a first language after the first few years of life has long-lasting effects. Mayberry and Kluender also argue that the evidence from second-language acquisition is much more equivocal. They conclude that it is studies of deaf people, who are the only ones likely to experience a delay in accessible first-language exposure, that are crucial to better understand which aspects of language are affected by delays of different lengths.

We’ve discussed absence of experience as illustrated by grammatical phenomena, and poverty of the stimulus as illustrated by lower-quality or delayed input. What happens during the time that deaf children are experiencing a complete lack of naturally accessible input? Remarkably, they self-generate a system that has many of the characteristics of natural language. Such systems are known as homesign, and they have been intensively investigated by Susan Goldin-Meadow and her colleagues (as summarized in Goldin-Meadow 2003). Goldin-Meadow herself has refrained from making the claim that the results of her research provide support for innate, language-specific knowledge of the type that Chomsky proposes, preferring to characterize the linguistic characteristics she observes as ‘resilient’ properties. However, the
observations made by her and by others that homesigners produce structures that display characteristics including gesture-internal structure (Brentari et al. 2012), specific patterns of sign order (Goldin-Meadow and Mylander 1998), and recursion (Goldin-Meadow 1982), among many others, indicates that language learners develop not only based on external forces of input, but they also bring to bear powerful language-learning mechanisms that permit them to make use of complex structures found in all natural languages.

In some contexts, homesigners become adults without being exposed to a natural sign language. These adult homesigners may have a limited network of family members and friends with whom they communicate using their self-generated system. While researchers have found that adult homesign systems may display some complexities even beyond those of children, there are still some limitations. For example, a study of adult homesign systems in Nicaragua found that they display evidence of grammatical subjects which can be differentiated from topics (Coppola and Newport 2005). However, although homesigners might use their system to interact with others over many years, when close conversation partners are tested on their comprehension of homesigner productions in the absence of context, they do very poorly (Carrigan and Coppola 2017); and even the lexicons they use are not stable and not strongly shared between the various conversational partners of a single homesigner (Richie, Yang, and Coppola 2014). Based on studies of homesigners, both children and adults, two points can be emphasized (cf. Morford and Wood 2016). First is the observation of ‘resilience’, or the appearance of many language-like characteristics and properties in the absence of experience. Under a Chomskian view, these can be considered manifestations of the language acquisition device. Second, without input from a community that shares a language, learners can only go so far on their own in developing their own language-like system.

Rarely, researchers have the opportunity to observe what happens when isolated homesigners form their own community. When educational programs for deaf children were established in Managua in the 1970’s, deaf children who had previously not had contact with one another came together. Although the programs used the oral method and did not teach using sign language, as could be expected the children used their self-generated systems with each other and over time a natural language emerged. Researchers have been documenting this over some decades (Kegl, Senghas, and Coppola 1999; Senghas 2003), discovering which linguistic properties emerge immediately, and which take one or two cohorts (about 10 years each) for
those who’ve been using the language for a while to pass it down to the younger, newer community members. Either way, the emergence of Nicaraguan Sign Language has been incredibly rapid, and its grammatical properties have been changing very quickly, in comparison to the methodical pace of language change in established languages. Again, a Chomskian interpretation of these findings would emphasize that core linguistic characteristics following from universal grammar require triggering, but not multiple generations of community interactions to slowly develop.

4. Consequences and implications

Sign languages, we’ve seen, are like spoken languages, and they are very different. Although Noam Chomsky himself hasn’t attempted to bring data specifically from sign languages into his theories, it seems, especially from the later papers, that the conclusion drawn here would not be surprising for him or under his approach. The generative model, such as its representation in Berwick et al. (2013), hypothesizes both a syntactic component of rules, representations, and words, which could be expected to be largely the same (abstractly) across modalities, but also an external sensory-motor interface, by which phenomena that are tied to a particular modality can be anticipated. This is not to say that anything goes; expected modality effects are constrained under certain views of modularity (for further discussion, see Lillo-Martin 1997; 2002; Lillo-Martin and Gajewski 2014).

This chapter has touched on some of the ways that data from sign languages can bear on generative theoretical proposals. For one thing, the very existence of hierarchy is clearly replicated in sign languages, including the crucial role that concepts such as c-command play, as noted earlier in the context of the spread of non-manual markers. On the other hand, the nature of linearization may be different, given the variety of simultaneous expressions allowed in sign languages (see Kimmelman 2017 for one example). Recent work has also addressed the application of the notions Merge and Agree in sign languages (e.g., Pfau, Salzmann, and Steinbach 2018; Lourenço and Wilbur 2018). Sign languages have moved into mainstream generative linguistics as languages that should be consulted when universal concepts of language are considered.

Evidence from signers also calls into question the idea that language and other cognitive domains are completely distinct modules. This evidence comes from observations of negative
cognitive effects associated with delayed linguistic access. Connections between early language deprivation and cognitive consequences can be observed in several ways. For example, adult homesigners in Nicaragua do not perform in adult-like ways on tests of Theory of Mind (Pyers and Senghas 2009) or number cognition (Spaepen et al. 2011). Children who have experienced delayed language access may show negative consequences in Theory of Mind (Gale et al. 1996), Executive Function (M. L. Hall et al. 2018), numeracy (Contreras et al. 2018), and other cognitive domains. These observations and others about cognitive functions that rely on healthy language development require a re-thinking of the modularity hypothesis, if modularity is taken to mean that language and cognitive development are entirely independent. Whereas evidence of dissociations between language and cognitive development in extreme cases has been given as evidence for a modular approach (Curtiss 1988), it is also possible that experience with language builds up what Fodor called horizontal faculties, including the computational and symbolic resources that are required for successful performance in multiple domains. On the other hand, it’s also possible that such a strong view of modularity is simply wrong. Further consideration is required.

Chomsky’s insistence on the point that children acquire language under conditions of poverty of the stimulus has been debated in the context of hearing children learning a spoken language (see, for example, articles in a special issue of The Linguistic Review 19(1-2), published in 2002). Chomsky’s theory doesn’t say that no input is required for language to emerge; else how would a child internalize the grammar of the language used around them? Yet, his focus is on the ‘ideal speaker/hearer’ and the ‘idealization to instantaneous acquisition’ (Chomsky 1965, and many other works). In the real world, acquisition is not instantaneous, and children (hearing or deaf) require input and a community sharing an accessible language.

Children who cannot access spoken language and are not exposed to a natural sign language are surely in conditions of stimulus poverty. What is remarkable is that some properties of language nevertheless emerge, due to the intense drive to acquire a language. But despite the possibility for developing aspects of a language-like communicative system without accessible input, this kind of stimulus poverty leads to long-lasting negative effects on language and cognitive development. Importantly, whatever theories say about children’s linguistic resilience, language deprivation does hurt and must be avoided (W. Hall 2017; M. L. Hall, Hall, and Caselli 2019).
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